International Arbitration in
Regulated and Related Businesses:
Why Hire Economists?
The late 1980s and 1990s witnessed a cascade of privatizations throughout the world.
Triggered in the UK, but quickly spreading globally, it was propelled by changing government philosophies, the need to raise money, the transformation of command economies
in Europe and the liberalization of the economies of Latin America. The result was that
investors-owners were invited to purchase and operate infrastructure businesses in oil
and gas, public utilities, highways, airports and railroads around the world.
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Our 45 years of experience creating strategies, studies, reports, expert testimony, and
policy recommendations reflects our specialization in industrial and financial economics.
Because of our commitment to deliver unbiased findings, we are widely recognized for
our independence. Our clients come to us
expecting integrity; they understand this
sometimes calls for their willingness to listen
to unexpected or even unwelcome news.
NERA Economic Consulting (www.nera.com),
founded in 1961 as National Economic
Research Associates, is a subsidiary of Mercer
Specialty Consulting, an MMC company.
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